PARTNERS FROM INSPIRATION TO INSTALLATION

We pride ourselves on listening to the wants and needs of our clients. This has helped us create a breadth of products specifically designed and created for utility workers.
THERE ARE MANY REASONS TO GET BELOW THE SURFACE.

THAT’S WHY WE OFFER EASY, ALL-ACCESS PASSES.

When utility professionals need to get underground, we’ve got them covered. From manholes, trenches, and hatches to special features like LiftMate™ and CamLift™ technologies, accessing the miles of underground utilities is easier and safer than before.
When utility professionals need to get underground, we have multiple safe and effective solutions to help them get their job done.
MANHOLE FRAMES/COVERS

If you glance down, you’ll likely step across a Neenah Foundry manhole. There are literally millions of our flagship products across the globe. We manufacture cast iron manhole frames and covers in a variety of sizes, shapes and designs.

Gray and ductile iron castings exhibit the best corrosion and wear resistance

Available in thousands of different variations

OPTIONAL

Composite construction can eliminate the conducting of electricity for increased safety

Ability to customize the imprint and graphics on covers

LIFTMATE™

The LiftMate™ hinge system features our patented controlled motion pivot that offers true one-person operation for increased safety on the job.

Solid flange improves resistance to inflow

Superior gasket design and material resist water inflow

No dead-lifting required to close cover

Ball-and-socket hinge provides full support when opening and closing

Smart hold-open arm helps prevent accidental closure

Hinge easily disengages for complete lid removal (no tools required)

Available hinge-sealing plug prevents inflow
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CAMLIFT™
We bring you the next generation in manhole covers, the Camlift™. This means no more dead-lifting covers that are too heavy, helping reduce the time lost to job injuries.

- No dead-lifting
- Easy open and close feature
- Helps reduce job injuries
- No need for a pick tool
- Readily used in elevated manhole applications
- One-person operable
- Superior stability and security
- Controlled operation

STRUT/SPRING LIFTASSIST™
Our innovative LiftAssist™ hatch systems provide significant lift assist so hatches may be opened by an average-sized, able-bodied worker.

- Stainless steel spring provides significant lifting assistance
- Self-contained frame, lid and spring assembly
- Eliminates the necessity to attach spring assemblies to concrete structure walls
- Allows easy spring removal and/or replacement
- Spring position on the lid allows it to swing out of the way providing a complete opening area
- Integrated hold-open safety bar
- Ductile iron “slam latch” facilitates closing the lid, allows for easy installation or removal of safety bolts
**EXPLOSION RESISTANT**

The Swiveloc™ controlled pressure release manhole cover restraint system is the latest in safety. It prevents flying manhole covers during underground vault explosions.

- Prevents cover from flying out of frame during underground vault explosions
- Fits existing frames
- Easily removed with simple pick tool
- Protects against vandalism, sabotage, acts of terrorism and unauthorized entry
- Protects structural integrity of the manhole structure
- Ensures safety of nearby people and structures

**TRENCHES**

We manufacture miles upon miles of cast iron trench each and every year. Regardless of your needs - from high to low capacity - we likely have a standard trench that will meet your needs. If you don’t find what you’re looking for, our experienced pattern shop will customize a trench for you.

- Gray and ductile iron castings exhibit the best corrosion and wear resistance
- Available in several variations
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YOUR PARTNER THROUGH IT ALL.

For over 140 years we have gone beyond just manholes to partner with our clients. We work with you to understand your needs and respond with products, solutions and services that match your ideas and your vision. With nationwide distribution centers we have the power and ability to be there for our clients wherever “there” is. Made in the USA, our eco-friendly products can stand up to nearly everything that comes their way. From start to finish, we invest ourselves in your project because we’re more than a supplier. We build more than just manholes, trenches and hatches – we build relationships.

Let’s get to work. Visit neenahfoundry.com or call us at 800-558-5075.